
Logistic Regression  
 
By now we have gotten an intuitive understanding of what regression is about. To quickly 
restate what we are doing, we are taking a bunch of input variables (variously called 
independent variables, covariates or features depending on whether you're reading a statistics, 
computer science or machine learning text) and output variable (the response variable, 
dependent variable, or prediction) and trying to determine how the dependent variable varies 
with the independent variables. 
 
Relating this back to our previous linear regression example, the dependent variable was price, 
and we were trying to see how the price of a house related to the independent variables, which 
was the square footage of the house. Once we have a function that we think approximates the 
relationship between square footage and price, we can use it to predict prices of other houses 
with only the knowledge of the square footage of a given house.  
 
To put the problem of regression a bit more formally, suppose we are given independent 
variables X and a dependent variable Y. We are trying to approximate the regression function, 
r(x), which is defined  as being: 

(x) E( Y  | X x). r =  =   
 
We can parse this definition to mean that we have a function, r(x), that takes a possible value x 
of X, and computes the expected value of Y given that X=x . Stepping back, all regression boils 
down to is various ways to approximate this regression function.  
 
Linear regression assumes the regression function is a linear function of the independent 
variables (hence the name!). Logistic regression makes some similar assumptions, but a key 
difference is shape of the output, as we discuss below. 

Categorical vs Real-valued Data 
 
It makes sense for us to predict that a house is worth $624,389.21, or that 32.1mm rain will fall 
on a certain day. But what if we are trying to predict outcomes that only have a few possible 
answers? An email may or may not be spam, but it doesn't really make sense to say that a 
given email "is 8.2 spam" - it is either spam or it's not. Similarly, we might want to predict what 
species of flower a specimen is given its measurements - there might be a dozen possible 
species, but a particular flower can only fall into one species. These sort of problems don't have 
numerical outcomes - they define categories of things. 
 
We refer to such variables with discrete values as categorical variables . 

https://janav.wordpress.com/2016/11/03/linear-regression-predicting-house-prices/


Linear regression deals with problems where the output is continuous. And Logistic regression 
deals with problems where the output is discrete. I find the car example really useful to 
understand the difference between continuous and discrete values. If we output the actual 
speed of the car in miles-per-hour then it’s continuous. On the other hand, if we output the 
speed of the car as fast or slow  then it’s discrete. 
 
Logistic regression helps us work with categorical dependent variables, as we will see below. 
We can apply logistic regression to predict binary outcomes (binary or binomial logistic 
regression), as with the "spam or ham (not spam)?" problem. We can also use it to predict 
membership in multiple classes (multinomial logistic regression) as in the flower example, or 
problems where classes are ordered in some way (ordinal logistic regression). It is worth noting 
that there are other techniques to investigate for these non-binary problems. 

Binary Logistic Regression 
 
Suppose we are given a training set with several sizes of tumors along with the labels; 0 
(non-malignant) and 1 (malignant). Using this training set we need to develop a hypothesis 
function which will predict malignancy based on the tumour size. How do we go about solving 
this problem? One way to solve the problem is to try using linear regression. 

 
 



The chart above clearly shows if the hypothesis function is >= 0.5 the tumor is malignant. And if 
the output is < 0.5 the tumor is non-malignant. On the surface it appears that linear regression 
should solve the problem. To the existing training set let’s add a tumor with size much greater 
than all other tumors. Take a look at the new prediction. Do you agree with it? 

 
To account for the outlier tumor the line of best fit got shifted to the right. This resulted in 
classifying tumors, which were classified as malignant earlier, as non-malignant. There are 
couple of challenges in using linear regression for classification problems (a) outliers distorts 
classification (b) output from linear regression is a continuous variable. The values can be less 
than 0 or greater than 1. But for binary classification we need the value to be (0 or 1). 
 
How do we fix this? What we need to do is to take the output of linear regression and compress 
it so that the output falls somewhere between 0 and 1. This idea is similar to packing few extra 
items by compressing it to fit in your suitcase. Pass the output (or score) of linear regression to 
another function which does the compression. This function is called as a Logistic (or Sigmoid) 
function. Now you know why the classification problem is called as logistic regression. 
 
I worked out the calculations for how the sigmoid function compresses the score. Most of the 
calculations should be self explanatory. Go through it carefully and make sure that you 
understand it. If you are scratching your head on the meaning of e (base of the natural 
logarithm) , then you should read Kalid Azad’s An Intuitive Guide To Exponential Functions & e. 
 

https://betterexplained.com/articles/an-intuitive-guide-to-exponential-functions-e/


 
 
If you plot the values of linear regression score and the sigmoid in a 2-dimensional chart then 
we will get a curve as shown below. This curve, which looks like an elongated S, is variously 
known as the logistic, sigmoid, or S curve. Peruse it closely, because it’s the most important 
curve in the world. The S curve is the shape of phase transitions of all kinds. Nature is full of 
phase transitions. 



 
Imagine you have block of ice in front of you and you are gradually warming it up: 20 degrees 

Fahrenheit… 21 degrees… 22 degrees… Most of the time, heating the ice up by one more 

degree doesn’t have any interesting effect: all you have that you didn’t have a minute ago is a 

slightly warmer block of ice. But then you come to 32 degrees Fahrenheit. As soon as you 

reach this critical temperature, you see an abrupt, dramatic change. The crystalline structure 

of the ice decoheres, and suddenly the water molecules start slipping and flowing around 

each other freely. Your frozen water has turned into liquid water, thanks to that one critical 

degree of heat energy. At that key point, incremental changes stopped having incremental 

effects, and precipitated a sudden qualitative change called a phase transition. Nature is full 

of phase transitions. Frozen water to liquid water is one. Liquid water to gaseous water 

(steam) is another. But they are not confined to chemistry examples. They can occur in social 

systems, for example, where millions of individual decisions or attitudes can interact to rapidly 

shift the entire system into a new balance. Phase transitions are afoot during speculative 

bubbles, stock market crashes, and spontaneous traffic jams. On a more positive note, they 

were on display in the breakup of the Soviet Bloc and the exponential rise of the Internet. – 

The Tell-Tale Brain 

 
Using the sigmoid we restricted the output of hypothesis function between 0 and 1. But for 
binary classification we need the output to be either 0 or 1. To handle this, we will predict the 
output to be 1; if the hypothesis function is >= 0.5 and 0; if the hypothesis function is < 0.5. To 
understand this better let’s take a look at a simple example involving 2 features x1 and x2. 

https://www.amazon.com/Tell-Tale-Brain-Neuroscientists-Quest-Makes/dp/0393340627


 

 
 
A decision boundary is a line you draw to separate your data into two different classes. In the 
above example the line x1 + x2 = 3 is our decision boundary. Both linear and logistic regression 



finds a line (in 2-dimension) or a plane (in 3-dimension and above). In case of linear regression 
this line is used to predict the actual value (price of the house). But for logistic regression we 
use this line to separate different classes (malignant or non-malignant). 
 
In the above example, I assumed the values for weights (w1, w2, w3) to be (-3, 1, 1). But in reality 
we need to find the weights. In linear regression we found the weights that minimized the value 
of cost function J(w) using Gradient Descent. The cost function we used was mean squared 
error and it is quadratic (y = x2) in nature. This results in a convex (U shaped) cost function. One 
important feature of a quadratic function is it has only one global minimum instead of several 
local minimum. Does Logistic Regression have the same convex property? 
 

 
 
In case of logistic regression our hypothesis function is a sigmoid and one of the main 
component is an exponent (e-z). This results in a non-convex function. The problem with 
non-convex function is it doesn’t have a single global minimum and Gradient Descent will end 
up converging to some random local minimum. To visualize it myself, I used Wolframalpha to 



find the cost function derivative for both linear regression (link) and logistic (link) regression. We 
need a different cost function for logistic regression. 

 

https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=d%2Fdx+1%2F2+*+(x+-+y)%5E2
https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=d%2Fdx+1%2F2+*+(1%2F(1+%2B+e%5E-x)+-+y)%5E2


 
The key intuition behind the cost function is simple. If a tumour is malignant (Y = 1) and the 
algorithm predicts that the tumour is non-malignant (hw(x) = 0) then we penalize the algorithm 
severely by setting the cost to Infinity. If the algorithm predicts that the tumour is malignant 
(hw(x) = 1) then we don’t penalize the algorithm and the cost is 0. We do the opposite for the 
non-malignant (Y = 0) case. 
 
If you plot the graph for -log(h w (x))  (link) and -log(1 - h w (x))  (link) you will find that both of them 
are convex functions. And Gradient Descent can find the optimal values for weights that will 
minimize this cost function. Let’s summarize the key differences between linear and logistic 
regression. 

 

Is it a spam message? 
 
We learnt all the key ideas that are needed to classify the message as spam or ham. Let’s put 
this theoretical knowledge to action by writing some Python code. Before doing that, we need a 
dataset containing both spam and ham messages. You can find this dataset from the UCI 
website (link). 
 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=-log(z)
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=-log(1-z)
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/00228/


The downloaded dataset contains 5572 messages. Of which around 13 percent are spam and 
87 percent are ham. Most of the python code should be self-explanatory. Following questions 
came to my mind when I wrote the code (a) What does a TfidfVectorizer do? (b) How is 
accuracy measured and is 97% accuracy good or bad? 
 

 
 
What does a TfidfVectorizer do? ML algorithms needs numbers so that we can do math on it. 
But messages are made up of text. We need a way to convert this text to numbers. TF-IDF is an 
efficient way to convert text to numbers. Few years back I wrote a detailed post on how TF-IDF 
works. You can read it here. TF-IDF is built on top of a core idea called bag-of-words. 
 
The key intuition behind bag-of-words is that documents containing similar words often have 
similar meanings. The order of words in the document along with grammar is ignored in the 
bag-of-words model. This technique is used effectively for classifying documents. In the next 
page I worked out the bag-of-words model with a simple example. Make sure you understand it 
well. 
 

https://janav.wordpress.com/2013/10/27/tf-idf-and-cosine-similarity/


 
 
How is accuracy measured and is 97% accuracy good or bad? In the spam message example 
there were 5572 messages. We used 4179 messages for training the model. We tested the 
model with 1393 messages and it correctly classified 1351 of them as either spam or ham. This 
translates to an accuracy score of 97%. On surface the accuracy score looks fantastic and the 
model seems to be doing a great job. But we can’t conclude the efficiency of the model with 
accuracy alone. Why is that? 
 
To answer that question we need to ask what is the base rate of spam messages? If 90% of all 
the messages are spam then our model with an accuracy of 97% did a decent job. But what if 
98% of all messages are spam? Without doing any ML, I can come up with a method isSpam() 
which always returns true and get an accuracy score of 98%. 



The problem with the accuracy score is that it measures the overall correctness and doesn’t 
distinguish between false positive and false negative errors. It’s not an informative metric if the 
proportions of the classes are skewed in the population. This is the case for several real life 
examples: most of the the tumours are non-malignant and unsolicited junk mail accounts for 
86% of all email traffic. Precision and Recall are 2 metrics which solves this problem. 

 
It takes sometime for precision and recall to sync into your brain. I found the following definition 
from the book Introduction to Information Retrieval really useful. What fraction of the returned 
results are relevant to the information need is called as Precision. What fraction of the relevant 
documents in the collection were returned by the system is called as Recall. Individually 
precision and recall is not very informative. 
 
We need to combine both to measure the effectiveness of our model. This is done by 
calculating F1 score. The intuition behind F1 score is very simple. It penalizes classifiers with 
imbalanced precision and recall scores. A model with a perfect precision and recall scores will 
achieve an F1 score of 1. If the F1 score is close to 1 then the model is very effective. What is 
the F1 score for our spam classification problem? I will leave it to you an exercise. 

Multinomial Logistic Regression 
 
In real life we deal with situations where there are more than 2 classes. For example, a doctor 
needs to diagnose if the patient has cold, flu, or no illness. An incoming email needs to be 
tagged with 1 of 4 labels (work, friends, family, or hobby). Such classification problems are 
called as Multinomial Logistic Regression. 
 
Turns out there’s really a easy way to handle this using one-vs-all classification. What we learnt 
in the last 13 pages is used as is by one-vs-all. The only difference is that instead of coming 
with a single classifier, the logistic regression will be run for n-times for n different classes. And 

https://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Information-Retrieval-Christopher-Manning/dp/0521865719


each run will result in a classifier. To classify a new input it will be run with n-different classifiers 
and pick the one that most confidently tells that the new input belong to this class. 
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